
  

 

November 15 – December 31, 2022 

Social Narrative 

Sensory Friendly Performances December 15th & 16th  

Created by The Coterie’s Education Department 

A Charlie Brown 
Christmas 

Join Charlie Brown on a memorable journey as he tries to  

direct the school Christmas pageant. In their letters to Santa, 

everyone seems to be acting materialistic - so Charlie Brown 

tries to restore holiday spirit with a ragged little fir tree.  
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We are excited you are coming to see  

A Charlie Brown Christmas 

presented by The Coterie Theatre. 

The Coterie is located inside of  

Crown Center. 
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Crown Center is large,  

and sometimes can be crowded.  

It has many different stores,  

restaurants, and attractions. 
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When you get to Crown Center, you might 

walk in from outside at Crown Center square or 

from the parking garage. 

It might be loud in Crown Center. You are  

welcome to bring earphones to cover your ears. 

There might also be strong smells of food cooking. 
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Some people will be wearing their face masks 

at The Coterie for their safety. 

All the actors are vaccinated and boosted.                           

They will NOT be wearing face masks on stage. 
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When you arrive to see the show, first find The 

Coterie’s lobby. 

You might have to stand in line to wait to buy 

tickets at the Box Office or wait in line to get 

checked in before you go inside the theater. 
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There are many different things to look at on 

the walls in lobby.  

You can also see posters of all the  

upcoming shows for this season. 
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Once you get checked in,  

you might pick your own seats, 

...or a person called the House Manager might 

show you where to sit. You might sit on the floor 

or in a chair. 
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If you need to use the restroom before the 

show, 

...there are family restrooms in Crown Center 

by the escalators across from The Coterie. 
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Lights, sound, scenery, costumes, and props will 

all be used to help the actors tell the story. 

These have all been designed and built  

especially for this show.  

You can learn more about the artists who  

designed them by scanning our QR code and 

reading our digital program. 
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Most often, the actors are on stage. However, there 

are times when they enter into the audience. 

In these moments, you might have to turn to see 

them, or they might be standing very close to you. 

The actors will not touch or interact with you at 

these times.   
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Sometimes the audience will be loud too, as 

they react and clap at parts of the show. 

You are welcome to react and clap  

to the play too! 
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There are two scenes in the show with abrupt  

sounds onstage.  

Snoopy uses a loud horn twice while dressed as 

Santa, and Lucy shakes a large can of coins 

several times in her booth. 
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If you need to take a break at any point, you 

can step back out into the lobby. Find the exit 

sign and walk out of the theater.  

When you are ready to go back in, talk to the 

box office so you can be reseated. 
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You will know the show is almost over when the 

actors bow during curtain call. It may be loud 

as people will clap and cheer.  

The show is done after the dance party and 

the cast leaves the stage. 
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After the show is over, the lights will come back 

on and everyone will exit the theater.  

The aisles may be crowded as everyone exits.            

Please be patient as you may have to wait to 

use the aisle and exit through the doors.  
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If you liked the show and want to do more, take a 

brochure from the lobby before you go to learn 

more about The Coterie’s shows and classes. 

We hope you enjoy your time at  

A Charlie Brown Christmas at The Coterie! 


